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============================ *Convert.promash to.beerxml format*. *Optionally convert from.promash to.promash
file*. *Usage: ConvertPromashToBeerXml.exe [Directory Or File to Convert] {/s:Suffix} {/o:OutputDirectory} {/p}*

*Default: *.beerxml* *Suffix: *.promash, *.promash.bak, *.beershort*. *OutputDirectory: folder where file will be created*
*Sample: ConvertPromashToBeerXml.exe lager.rec /s:_Converted o:C:ConvertedBeerRecipes* *Required: Promash File to

convert to BeerXML*. *Optional: Promash File to be converted to *.promash if available*. *Optionally convert from.promash
to.promash file*. [code] *DETAILS:* *Authored by: Robert Graham* *Robert Graham can be reached at:

bg@seasidecoast.com* *System Requirements:* *Microsoft.NET Framework 2.0* *Promash.exe (can be found in the /tools
directory of the Promash installation directory)* *Ionic.Bundle.NET 1.0 or 2.0 (Promash requires this)* *Tools included:*

*Innotribe.dll (required)* *Promash.exe (included)* *1. Convert.promash to.beershort* *2. Convert.promash to.promash.bak
(backup)* *3. Convert.promash to.beerxml* *4. Convert.promash to.promash* *For step 3 and 4 use

ConvertPromashToBeerXml.exe /help* *NOTE:* *Promash uses the.promash.bak and.beerxml extensions to identify them. If
you wish to keep this naming convention then enter the directory before the file as the output filename. Otherwise enter the

output filename to convert.* *If you wish to convert from Promash to Promash (for example if you want to use Promash as a
converter) then be sure to enter the.promash.bak extension as the first argument. The converter tool will then enter the output

directory and
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/m: The owner of this conversion should be credited in the converted file. /f: You will be prompted to download this conversion
for each beer. /h: URL to website/publication containing this recipe. /s:Optional suffix to be appended to the name of the

converted file. /o:Destination directory for the converted file. /p:Optional. Specifies whether to print the instructions before the
conversion process. The default is not to print the instructions. KEYMACRO converted.log: A log file for each beer converted.

This is a file that should be placed in the OutputDirectory. It can be used to monitor the conversion process. The log file will
have the same name as the beer and will be written to the OutputDirectory directory. 0 END Of course Promash has the same
ability to change the suffix on the beer file. The only difference is that the suffixes are stored in a header of the file so the end

result looks the same but you can change it at any time in the batch file. lager.rec: Suffix is not needed in this format. The name
of the beer in this file should be prefixed with the beer name. Batch start: Suffix is not needed in this format. Expected Beer

Name: Suffix is not needed in this format. Variety: Suffix is not needed in this format. Mash Type: Suffix is not needed in this
format. Mash Temp: Suffix is not needed in this format. Mash Time: Suffix is not needed in this format. Mash Specs: Suffix is

not needed in this format. Extract Rate: Suffix is not needed in this format. Hops: Suffix is not needed in this format. Hop
Addition Time: Suffix is not needed in this format. Grain Additions: Suffix is not needed in this format. Specifics: Suffix is not
needed in this format. More Info: Suffix is not needed in this format. Ventric: Suffix is not needed in this format. I appreciate

any feedback as this project has been a while in the works. If you find an issue please open an issue and let me know.
1d6a3396d6
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Converts Promash formatted files into BeerXML formatted files. The output files are located in the same directory as the
source files. This program will do the following: Open the directory and filter out any files that are not the the.rec format. Filter
out files that do not have the "Lager" suffix. Save the output files in the same directory as the input files. The output file name
will be the name of the input file with the _Converted suffix appended. For example, if you convert lager.rec into beerxml.rec,
you will end up with beerxml.rec_converted. Command Line Arguments command line arguments: /s ( /P ) Suffix for the output
file name, example: c:\_beerxml\beerxml.rec_converted Optional output directory, where the output files will be saved. If the
output directory is not supplied, the directory will be created if it does not exist. /o ( /P ) Output directory for output files, use /_
as a prefix to indicate directory. Examples: Converter.exe lager.rec /s:_Converted o:C:ConvertedBeerRecipes Converter.exe
lager.rec /s:_Converted o:/_beerxml/beerxml.rec_converted Converter.exe lager.rec /s:_Converted o:/_beerxml Example:
Converter.exe lager.rec /s:_Converted o:/_beerxml/beerxml.rec_converted /P is optional, and indicates that the program should
be run in a batch file, and is handled as a command line argument. [Download] This application is freeware. About This
Program This software was created by me, a very small brewer who hopes that it will inspire others to share their recipes. It is
open source, so if there are any problems with it I encourage you to let me know so I can fix it. I am also in the process of
writing a book to go with this tool so it would be helpful if you took the time to write a review of the program. It is pretty easy
to do and it would help me immensely.Share 'Crap, another place to feed the homeless'

What's New In Promash File Converter?

Save converted beer recipe files as desired or to any path that you choose. If you do not specify a path, the converters default
directory will be used. *s:Suffix - suffix for converted files *o:OutputDirectory - Location for converted files *p - Path to
convert is defined in the example. The converter can be found here: The contents of this zip file are: Converter.exe README
Promash Converter.txt BeerXml Converter.txt FileSuffixList.txt C:ConvertedBeerRecipes.xml Copyright and License
----------------------------------------------------------------- This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the
License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA
02110-1301, USA. In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders give permission to link this program with the
OpenSSL project's "OpenSSL" (or "OpenSSL with Embedded C") library. You can reproduce the copyright holders' decision by
referencing either the following documentation file or by copying the "OpenSSL" library from the "OpenSSL" distribution into
a directory containing this program along with the OpenSSL library. This special exception does not intrude on any copyright
holders' intellectual property interests in the program. The intellectual property rights of the copyright holders we. Copyright (C)
2001-2013 Mark James, all rights reserved ----------------------------------------------------------------- I would like to thank the
following people for their help with the development of this converter. Federico Manferdini - Creating the BeerXML format.
Mark James - Adding support for the.rec format. Doug Bachtel - Testing out the beerxml format and providing input for the
beerxml format. Tom Wagner - Helping with the conversions. Gregg Schuh - His Promash files! Thanks to everyone!
----------------------------------------------------------------- About the conversion tool: This tool was created to be a quick and
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System Requirements For Promash File Converter:

Minimum system requirements for the game to run properly: Operating System: Windows® XP, Windows® Vista, Windows®
7, Windows® 8, Windows® 10 Processor: Intel® Pentium 4 or equivalent AMD CPU Memory: 1GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX® 9 compatible, must support 1280x720 or higher resolution Sound: DirectX compatible sound card Hard Drive: 6GB
available space Preferred Requirements: Operating System: Windows® XP, Windows® Vista, Windows® 7, Windows® 8,
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